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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
- MMSCAN.EXE is no longer required by MsgMstr.  The necessary 
file is created and maintained automatically at all times.

- The Edit Menu keyboard options are now Windows v3.1 compliant.  
This means that while in the Edit Message Mode, Ctrl+C will no 
longer cancel editing.  You must now use the Escape-key command 
if you wish to cancel editing using the keyboard.

- The files MSGMSTR.INI and MSGMSTR.IDX are now maintained in the 
same directory where MSGMSTR.EXE resides.  Ensure you move 
these files from their current locations from older versions of 
MsgMstr.

- Reworked the program's initialization routines.  MM should 
startup cleaner and quicker now.  MM now uses the Binkley.Cfg 
file only for initial configuration and to access any 'Application' 
statements designed for MsgMstr's use.

- Created a dialog box to configure the Quote Information Line 
and added unlimited functionality to the option.  Moved the QIL 
configuration option to it's own menu option item line because of 
added functionality.  Also added new configuration variables.

- Placed Nodelist routines in a .DLL so that programmers can 
take advantage of easy-access routines and reduce internal 
memory code.  The version 6  NodeList is supported.  (The DLL 
may be expanded in the future).

- Added user-buttons and button configuration.



- Windows v3.1 Common-dialog boxes are now supported.  This 
means COMMDLG.DLL must be present with Windows for MsgMstr to 
operate properly. (See special notes)

- Address and/or System Name display information in the Netmail 
area is now optional.  Two checkboxes have been added under the 
Services/Default Attributes option that allow you to toggle the 
information displayed in the To/From fields of the Netmail 
header.

-  Tagging has been sped up by a factor of 10, which also 
increases all aspects of message display and area initialization.  
MM is now a bit spunkier.

- A routine has been added to access statistics from the St. 
Louis Format Nodelist.

- A complete data structure change of MsgMstr.Idx has been 
introduced.  This change allows quicker and more positive access 
to the data it contains.  The time to build the index file has 
been shortened slightly, but you most likely will notice no 
improvement unless you carry ALOT of mail.  The old MMSCAN will 
not work with this version of MsgMstr.

- The Change Area option on the Main Menu is now grayed while 
MsgMstr.Idx is being created or rebuilt.

- MsgMstr now supports online documentation (as you can see).  
The separate documentation file has been removed.

- Removed the Scan To/From Sysop option from the Message Menu.  
This option is no longer needed due to constant message 
monitoring and indexing techniques.

- Added gobs of error checking code


